A guide to speedtesting

What speed test service do you recommend?
You can test your broadband speed by visiting www.speedtest.net
This is an independent speed test website recommended by Zzoomm that
can measure correctly the speeds Full Fibre broadband delivers.

Will a cabled connection make a difference?
Yes. Speed tests are best carried out over a hardwired connection as the
results will be more accurate. A Cat 6 cable must be used as this is capable of carrying the types of speeds the Zzoomm network provides. All
customers should be left with a Cat 6 cable at installation (check the box!)

How do I run a broadband speed test?
1. Connect the device directly to one of the Ethernet ports on the Zzoomm
Hub. The device ‘should’ automatically know that it is connected via an
ethernet cable, but you can disable Wi-Fi on the device whilst testing.
2. Head to www.speedtest.net
3. Ensure that the ‘Henley-on-Thames - Zzoomm’ server is selected, this
should be selected automatically and will show below the ‘GO’ button. If
this is not the case then click ‘change server’ below and search for
Zzoomm.
4. Click on ‘GO’

Top tip
Ensure that the device is not carrying out any heavy data activity, e.g. virus scans,
downloading updates and that there are no other web pages open as these can
show the results as slower than reality as the computer is busy doing other things.

What about Wi-Fi speed tests?
You can still test using Wi-Fi – some devices don’t have an Ethernet port to
directly cable to the Zzoomm Hub. However, the variables that contribute
to Wi-Fi signal interruptions mean that results will not be as accurate when
depicting your broadband speed.

How do I run a Wi-Fi speed test?
1. Stand next to the Zzoomm Hub (no more than 1 metre away) and connect the device to the relevant network. Close all other apps and ensure
that the device is not carrying out any updates or downloads.
2. Head to www.speedstest.net
3. Ensure that the ‘Henley-on-Thames - Zzoomm’ server is selected, this
should be selected automatically and will show below the ‘GO’ button. If
this is not the case then click ‘change server’ below and search for
Zzoomm.
4. Click on ‘GO’

Top tip
Wherever possible, ensure that no other devices
are connected to the network at the time of
testing Wi-Fi (TV’s, mobile phones, laptops,
speakers etc.) in order to receive a more
accurate test result.
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Ping is the reaction time of your connection–how fast you get a response
reliable and they will certainly ﬂuctuate more – that’s the nature of Wi-Fi!
after you've sent out a request. A fast ping means a more responsive
connection, especially in applications where timing is everything (like video
games). Ping is measured in milliseconds (ms). Anything under 59ms is
great – the lower the better!
Download Speed
The download speed is how fast you can pull data from the server to you.
Most connections are designed to download much faster than they
upload, since the majority of online activity, like loading web pages or
streaming videos, consists of data downloads. Download speed is measured in megabits per second (Mbps).
Upload Speed
The upload speed is how fast you send data from you to others.
Uploading is necessary for sending big ﬁles via email, using video-chat to
talk to someone else online (since you have to send your video feed to
them) and online gaming. Upload speed is also measured in megabits per
second (Mbps).

What does it all mean?
Many factors can impact a speed test result. It’s always good to do
multiple tests spaced out using different devices if you can. This can help
narrow down any issues to a particular device or connection.
Devices
All devices have different capabilities and some may not be able to
measure the full speeds of the Zzoomm service. Your test result will only
be as fast as the slowest part of the connection between your device and
the speed test site.
Wired or wireless
How the test is carried out will make a huge difference.
Always test using a wired connection first if possible.
Cables
Not all ethernet cables are capable of carrying the speeds you connect to
on the Zzoomm network. Cat5 can only carry around 100Mbps. Cat5E
should carry up to 1Gbit/s, but Cat6 can carry 1Gb/s+.
Timing
A speed test measures the ‘real-time’ connection so will naturally vary
based on what’s happening at the time, both on the device and within the
home. More devices on the network in your home means more devices
sharing the service. This will affect the speed any single device can
achieve. If the device is occupied doing something else at the same time
as the speed test, it will react slower to the speed test giving a lower speed
than is actually available.
Your device
Mobile device test results will usually be different than tests using a
computer or laptop due to hardware processing limitations and may
provide results lower than your broadband service speed. As an example,
the Apple iPhone 6 has a maximum Wi-Fi connection speed of up to
120Mbps whereas recent laptop and desktop computers can achieve up to
1Gbps via a wired connection.

Concerned about Wi-Fi speeds?
Head on over to our Wi-Fi guide if you want to know:
• What's Wi-Fi & how does it work?
• What can affect Wi-Fi performance?
• Setups that can help you get faster Wi-Fi
• How to get the best from your Full Fibre broadband
Just click the link below:
https://zzoomm.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Wi-Fi-Home-Networking-Guide-by-Zzoomm.pdf
We know that speed tests can be confusing and so Zzoomm is here to help.

Get in touch
We’re here to help
We know the world of speedtesting can be daunting, but
Zzoomm’s here to help.

Online chat

Visit Zzoomm.com and chat to one of our
Zzoommers. No robots, just real people
who will do their best to help you.

Email in

Send an email to help@zzoomm.com and one
of our Zzoommers will get back to you as
quickly as possible.

Give us a ring

Call us on 033 33 11 99 33

Social Media

Like us, follow us, message us on
Zzoomm

@Zzoommplc
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